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ABS TRAC TWorld Health Organization declared noise in large cities as pollution (third after water and air). Most areas in theworld have this menace. This menace has been on the increase due to population growth, increase in vehicularmovements, high industrial activities and many others. This attendant problem has resulted in many sicknesses andeven death. One of the causes of noise pollution is generators. Many developing countries rely on them for differentactivities. Nigeria is inclusive. This study was embarked upon to assess the level of noise from generators using asound level meter. Four locations were identified: two residential, commercial, and industrial areas. A total of onehundred generators was monitored. The mean results in dBA (minimum and maximum respectively) are: Oke EriEstate – (88.7 ± 10.3, 90.5 ± 15.2), Housing Estate (81.7 ±   9.2, 85.0 ±   9.5), Stadium Road (84.8 ± 10.0, 113.4 ± 17.5)and FUTA Road (81.9 ± 9.3, 90.0 ± 15.2). The study concluded that the areas are noise polluted because the levelsobtained are above the permissible limits.
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1. INTRODUCTIONGenerators (Fig 1) are meant to provide alternativesources of generating electricity. In developingcountries, the use is rampant due to non-availabilityof electric current to perform daily activities. Theequipment which supposed to be succor have turnedto be a menace due to irregular frequency (noise)produced known as noise pollution.Noise has no definite definition, the definition orexplanation depends on an individual. According toAmerican Speech-Language-Hearing Association(ASHA) (1), “One person’s music is another person’snoise. Sounds that are soothing for some are irritatingto others” In explaining the sound, noise has waveswith irregular vibrations and no definite pitch. Anengineer will define noise as a sound signal thatinterferes with the quality of another sound signal,while others simply take it as an unwanted sound.Noise levels are measured in decibels (dBA). Table 1summarizes sound effects as painful, extremely loud,very loud, moderate and faint. According to ASHA (1),

sound levels up to 70 dBA or above are known to behazardous to hearing over time (8 hours and above).

Fig 1. A GeneratorStansfeld and Mark (2) pointed out that continuousexposure to noise of 85–90 dBA in someone's lifetimein an industrial setting, could end up in loss ofhearing.Loss of hearing is a problem that occurs when thevictim is continuously exposed to noise above 85 –
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140dBA over time. How harmful the noise is afunction of the volume and the length of exposure tothe sound. To sum it, the louder the noise, the lesstime required before hearing loss occurs (3).
Table 1. The noise chart average decibel levels for everydaysoundsSound Effect                                 Decibel LevelsPainful - 120 - 150 dBExtremely Loud - 90 - 110 dBVery Loud - 70 - 90 dBModerate - 40 - 60 dBFaint - 30dBNoise is encountered in our daily activities in thehomes, offices, churches, mosques, schools, clubs andentertainment centers, movie theaters, quarries,industries, markets just to name a few. To be candid,living things is surrounded by noise. Continuousexposure to elevated levels causes high bloodpressure, ear damage, reduced sleep, high anxiety,stress-related problem, annoyance and even difficultthinking (4) According to Mercola (5), $3.9 billion wasprojected to be the benefit or reducing noise from theenvironment. It was recommended that noisereduction (5 decibels) would reduce high bloodpressure (by 1.4 %) and coronary heart disease (by1.8 %) prevalence. An estimate from the US suggeststhat over 100 million Americans are prone to noisepollution (6). Evidence has shown that there arecorrelations between cardiovascular disease withnoise (7, 8, 9).The maximum safe noise level (MSNL) for humanbeings is 70 dB(A) for 24 h exposure without harmfuleffects (10).The U.S. Occupational Safety and HealthAdministration (11), pegged the noise level of an 8 hTime Weighted Average (TWA) to 85 dB(A). The U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (12) documentedan 8 h level of 75 dB(A) as the safe level foroccupational noise while 90 dB(A) is the limit formaximum 8-hr exposure. In India, the Bureau ofIndian Standard has recommended acceptable noiselevels to be 50dB, 55dB, 65dB and 75dB for silencezone, residential, commercial and industrial areasrespectively (13).In a presentation by Shabi (14), he classified thecauses of noise pollution into industrial, traffic,religious, environmental, commercial, community andassociated noise like street carnivals, socio-culturalactivities, public events and others. Shabi (14) alsoprovided a record of noise pollution in Lagos State forthe year 2015 as:1. No of noise pollution cases - 15272. Noise from medical concern - 573. Noise from religious activities - 51.08%4. Noise from domestic generator - 84.50%5. Noise from industrial activities - 33.33%6. Noise from sanctions and closures - 80%To control or reduce noise pollution, a legalframework was put in place in Nigeria, to this endNational Environmental Standards and RegulationsEnforcement Agency (NESREA) was established andenacted a noise standard and control in 2009 (section35). The standard is provided in Table 2.There is the awareness that Akure and its suburbs arefaced with the challenges of noise from generators,but no efforts have been put in place to quantify themenace. The study, therefore, has been undertaken tosolve this. Therefore the aim of the study was toassess the noise levels associated with generatorsfrom Akure, Ondo State, Nigeria.
Table 2. NESREA Standard of Noise Pollution ControlFacility Maximum PermissibleNoise Limits Db A (Leq)

Day(6:00am -10:00pm) Night(10:00pm –6:00am)A. Any building used as a hospital,convalescence home, home for the aged, sanatorium and institutes ofhigher learning, conference rooms, public library, environmental orrecreational sites. 45 35
B. Residential Buildings 50 35C. Mixed Residential (with some commercialand entertainment 55 45
D. Residential + industry or small scaleProduction + commerce 60 50

2. MATERIALS AND METHODThe study was carried out on generators using theSound level meter (GB: 2266204) with specification:Measurement range 30dBA – 130dBA, accuracy (±1.5dB), frequency range (31.5Hz – 8KHz) and powersupply (3*1.5V AAA battery), made in China. Thenoise levels were taken at four selected locations,

namely Oke Eri Estate, Housing Estate, Stadium Roadand Federal University of Technology, Akure (FUTA)Road. One hundred generators were earmarked forthe research with a minimum of twenty-five sets fromeach location. The time of measurements was duringbusy periods (night for Oke-Eri and Housing Estatesand daytime for FUTA and Stadium Road) of the day.Noise sample readings were taken in dB (A) scale bypointing the meter close to the generator sets. The
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generated values were determined using Minitab 16Statistical Software.
3. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONTable 3 depicts the mean values of noise levelsobtained at four different locations in Akure. From theresults, it was observed that Stadium Road had thehighest decibel levels followed by Oke Eri Estate. Thereasons for the differences were: Stadium Road is anarea where most publishing press companies arelocated. For the business to thrive well, generatingsets were used as an alternative to the electric powersupply. During the study, it was noticed that manygenerators used are 6.5 horsepower and above. Manyof the sets are powered by diesel engines, whichproduce higher sound levels than sets that arepowered by petrol engines. In addition, manygenerators in this location are old, many of them haveno bolts and nuts, thereby making the disjointed partsto make noise which added to the noise of the engines.In fact, many of the generators have no silencer toreduce the noise. Housing Estate is a residential area.In this place, the number of houses is not many.During the daytime, most inhabitants are in theschools and offices. The highest results obtained weredone in the night when most residents are back home.Most FUTA Road residents and industries usesoundproof generators which produced less soundcompared to other locations in this study.The interesting thing noted in this study is that all theareas visited have decibel levels above therecommended limits set by WHO (10), NESREA, (15)and The U.S. Occupational Safety and HealthAdministration (11). The end result is a problem forthe inhabitants of the selected places. According to areview on generators by jdowling (16), it wasobserved that the noise from the machines is mainlyfrom engine mechanical, exhaust, cooling fan,alternator, induction (windings) and the structure ofthe generator. This observation collaborates what wasobserved in the study.
Table 3. Noise Levels at the different locations (Average)Locations Decibel LevelsMinimum                 MaximumOke Eri Estate 88.7 ± 10.3               90.5± 15.2Housing Estate 81.7 ±   9.2               85.0± 9.5Stadium Road 84.8 ± 10.0             113.4± 17.5FUTA Road 81.9 ±   9.3               90.0± 15.2
4. CONCLUSIONSIt is concluded that residents are chronically exposedto generator noise at the level between 81.7 dB(A)and 113 dB(A) which can cause negligible risk ofhearing impairment. All locations evaluated in thestudy showed a noise level above the maximumpermitted levels. The areas studied should receiveconstant guidance about the importance of acousticadequacy and hearing aids. There is the need tomeasure and monitor noise levels in the environregardless of any mitigation measures that have beenput in place. Anti-vibrations should be mounted, thesilencers should be perfect so that it can reduce the

noise down to 40dB(A). Malik (17) is of the opinionthat the oil and filter for generators should bechanged after every 50 hours of use. He alsorecommended that canopies or rooms in thegenerator houses should be much bigger than themachine.
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